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Trivially, the mass density  is uniquely determined if the Jacobian and
the Beltrami parameter can be measured at the location of an arclet. Since










Normally we are not so lucky to have the Jacobian but we assume to be
able to measure the -eld with some accuracy. However, the formulation as
dierential equation yields some insights. For the measurable Beltrami












































































where the solutions of these equations are the curves u; v=const. The lens
equation is therefore uniquely determined if the values are known at curves
(not identical to characteristics). Even without this knowledge characteris-
tics are of interest: each two (possibly) multiply-intersecting characteris-
tics of u and v map onto a cross-hair in the source plane so that multiply
imaged arclets can be identied (see example below).
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Figure 1. The ellipse-()-eld due to a lens composed of two dierent singular isothermal










Figure 2. Right: Overlay of the direction elds of the dierential equations for the
curves u =const and v =const. Additionally two curves u = c
1
, v = c
2
are plotted, which
are mapped by w onto a cross-hair which intersects at u+ iv = c
1
+ ic
2
in the w-plane.
